Perspective

The endocrown restoration: function and
esthetic for molars with endodontic treatment.
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The rehabilitation of teeth with endodontic treatment is a challenge in
the field of restorative dentistry due to the diversity of clinical situations,
the biomechanical and histological characteristics of endodontically treated
teeth and the current restorative proposals.1
There is much discussion and controversy in the literature about the
ideal restorative treatment. The current consensus focuses on the need
to preserve healthy dental structures, perform less invasive restorative
procedures supported by defined adhesive procedures, establishing an
adequate therapeutic gradient that allows stabilizing the tooth / restoration
complex as well as increasing dental surfaces for adhesion which allows for a
treatment procedure with chances of long-term success.1,2
Conventionally, the rehabilitation of posterior teeth with endodontic
treatment was associated with the use of crowns and posts, the latter were
used due to the need of obtaining an anchorage in the radicular conducts
which often led to the weakening of the root remnant or root perforations
and to the loss of these teeth in the short term. 3
The endocrown restorations or adhesive endodontic restorations are a
restorative option for the treatment of molars with endodontic treatment;
they are basically partial crowns that take advantage of the geometric
configuration of the pulp chamber and the dental remnant to obtain
mechanical retention associated with micro-mechanical retention by
procedures and adhesives that convert these types of restorations into a
functional "mono- block" together with the teeth. 3,4
The preparation focuses on both the pulp chamber and the coronal remnant
to provide anchorage to the restoration. The lateral walls are prepared to
obtain parallelism or convergence to the occlusal surface and a supra gingival
cervical margin along the entire perimeter of the tooth. A cuspal coverage
should be made on walls that do not have a minimum thickness of 1.5 to
2mm. Ideally a healthy coronal remnant should be maintained at the level
of the cervical third around the tooth to obtain a “ferrule effect” so that
the future restoration will be seating and surrounding the tooth, restoring
resistance to the dental remnant. 5
The endocrown restorations are made as injected ceramics types or from
ceramic blocks that will be processed by CAD / CAM technology. For the
adhesive process, the ceramic employed should be a sensitive ceramic to
the etch (hydrofluoric acid) so that the dental remnant and the restoration
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can be adhesively integrated and can be cemented using
resin cements, allowing for the reduction of adhesive
interfaces and thus for the action of the ¨mono-block¨
between the tooth and the restoration, in addition to
reducing the conventional failures for the existence of
several adhesive interfaces. 6

Finally, we suggest considering the endocrowns as an
alternative of lower biological cost in relation to the posts
and crowns for the restoration of molars with previous
endodontic treatment, providing a stable and a durable
adhesive restoration, with good clinical performance
over time.7
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